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Joe Simpson’s second volume of autobiography is just as exciting and 
impressively written as its predecessor, Touching the Void, his amazing account 
of survival on the Peruvian peak Siulá Grande. Simpson’s life has been 
composed of risk, achievement and calamity— his own, and those of many 
mountaineering friends. At least five of those pictured in the book’s many 
photographs subsequently died in the mountains, not to mention the two killed 
in a plane crash near Kathmandu.

“Another accident, another life;” Simpson’s tone is weary, laden with doom. 
His own life has been immersed in violent action, and not only in the mountains. 
In Wales he crashed a car into a slate wall. He once gashed his head tricycling 
down a flight of steps. That was a week after he had leapt over a pile of 
brushwood and tumbled fifteen feet onto sharp stone. He was five years old. 
Even his social engagements are hazardous: a cocktail party in Sheffield ends 
in a razor attack and robbery.

It is tempting to regard Simpson as the maker of his own misfortunes. But 
that’s only sometimes true. Many of his mountain disasters could have 
happened to anyone who ventures repeatedly into the Himalaya and other high 
ranges. The last one, on the steep Nepalese peak Pachermo, was caused by his 
partner’s fall, in turn due to a badly manufactured crampon. The partner,



however, was barely hurt; Joe resumed his role of smashed-up survivor. Once 
more, in an eerie repeat of Siulá Grande, he was lowered down a snow slope 
with a serious injury.

Simpson is less reticent than most climbers about his life outside the 
mountains. There is a welcome chapter on his Greenpeace activities, and half 
a dozen mentions of his girlfriend. She even shows up in a photograph, poking 
her tongue in Simpson’s ear at a post-Pachermo celebration. Joe is grinning, 
beer glass and lighted cigarette in hand. The book has the nervy humor of the 
survivor. I recommend particularly the vivid account of a ghastly van ride up 
the Karakoram Highway with a strung-out Pakistani driver. Throughout the 
book Simpson reproduces human speech with the authority of a good dramatist.

Like Touching the Void, this book is written with introspective conviction. 
Be prepared for the occasional outburst of doom-hung philosophy, with 
allusions to Sartre, and poetry of Siegfried Sassoon and Christina Rossetti. And 
be ready to laugh, for Simpson has a saving sense of humor. The dominant 
mood, however is in the title of the first chapter, “Fear is the Key.” I know of 
no mountaineering writer better than Simpson at conveying this emotion. Look 
at the photographs of him and his partner after a night hanging from the 
precarious rope handrail on the Bonatti Pillar, after their bivouac ledge had 
broken loose, shredding their climbing ropes as it went. “Fear shows in their 
eyes,” the photo caption needlessly reads. This Game o f Ghosts is testimony to 
what those eyes have seen.
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